PANORAMAS
20. [CALIFORNIA – Mare Island] Attributed to either C.E. Watkins or E.J. Muybridge. Mare Island &
Vallejo at the Mouth of the Napa, circa 1870s. A panorama view measuring 6 3/8” x 25 ¼” which
consists of three photographs mounted on linen. Mare Island (actually, a peninsula) is across the mouth
of the Napa River from the main portion of the city of Vallejo. In 1852 Commodore Sloat recommended
to the Navy Department that the best site for a shipyard would be Mare Island because it was out of
danger of most inclement weather. The Navy purchased the site and the shipyard was in operation by
1854 as the first permanent U.S. naval installation on the West Coast. Over the years several dry docks
were constructed on the site. The Mare Island Naval Shipyard was closed in 1993. This early panorama
shows little development at the time the images were taken. Some staining, spotting and toning along
top edge.

21. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon. San Francisco looking towards Russian Hill, nd. Two
separately mounted photographs that together form a panorama view of San Francisco looking up
towards Russian Hill. Each photo measures approximately 7 1/8” x 9 ¼” on a 13 ¾” x 17 ¼” board. In
addition, this lot contains a 7 3/8” x 9 3/8” photograph of San Francisco (contemporary with the 2-part
panorama) on a 13 ¾” x 17 5/8” board showing commercial buildings.

22. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Watkins, C.E. A four-part mammoth plate photographic panorama
titled, “San Francisco” on the frame, the views were taken by Carleton Watkins, circa 1865-1869, but

most likely printed and published by Isaiah W. Taber sometime after 1876. One of the most striking and
significant San Francisco images offered to the market in recent years, this 15 ¼” x 74“ panorama in a
decorative 22 ¾” x 81 ¼” wood frame portrays the growth of the city that was the gateway to hope for
so many during the Gold Rush days. Comprised of four mammoth plates taken from a vantage point on
what is now Nob Hill, the view begins on the left with the first view looking towards North Beach and
Alcatraz Island; the middle left image looks north-northeast toward Telegraph Hill; the middle right view
looks northeast toward Goat Island [Yerba Buena Island]; and the right-side image looks south-southeast

toward Rincon Hill and Potrero Point. The Watkins attribution, dating, and description of the 4-part
panorama are taken from Naef and Hult-Lewis’ book, Carleton Watkins: The Complete Mammoth
Photographs (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2011). Watkins’ negatives and photographic studio
equipment were purchased by Taber sometime around 1875/1876. Watkins had come upon hard
economic times and his primary patron called in his loans. Taber began to print from Watkins’ negatives
and publish the photographs under his own name. Taber’s inventory number, title and script logo type
were placed at the bottom of most every image published by Taber. Although this panorama has not
been removed from its frame, portions of a title can be seen at the bottom in several places. Partially
obscured by the frame, the title at the bottom of the far-left image reads, “… California and Powell
Streets, Alcatraz, San Francisco, Cal”. There also is a hidden title under the frame at the bottom of the
middle-left image. Since Watkins rarely, if ever, titled his negatives, this panorama most certainly was
issued by Taber almost ten years after its component photographs were taken by Watkins. Closed tears

in the panorama have been repaired at the upper left and lower right corners; there is some toning to
the sky area; and there are vertical differences in tone where the four photos were pieced together.

There are wrinkles at both left and right upper corners. The panorama appears to have been backed on
cloth and overall it is in Near Fine condition. This rare, incredible view of early San Francisco is an icon
of western photography.

23. [CALIFORNIA – Vallejo & Mare Island] Watkins, C. E., attributed to. Panorama view consisting of
five panels showing Vallejo and Mare Island, circa 1880s. The long view, measuring 7 7/8” x 58 ½”, is
mounted on linen with one end attached to a large wooden dowel. Extremely rare image with wind
mills prominent in the foreground and residences and the commercial district in the distance. This view

represents one of the very few early panoramas of a California town. Some staining on the two right
panels which can be removed with a minimal amount of conservation.

24. [IDAHO – Coeur d’Alene] Anon. “Coeur d’Alene City, Idaho & Surrounding Vicinity”, is the title of
this pieced together panorama of the northern Idaho town on Lake Coeur d’Alene. Framed under glass,
the image showing measures 6 ¼” x 31 ¼” with a 9 5/8” x 34 ¼” mat in a 11 5/8” x 36 ¼” frame. The
photographic view shows steamboats on Lake Coeur d’Alene, the downtown portion of the city of Coeur
d’Alene, a residential area, and a large lumber mill. Coeur d’Alene was the major northern Idaho

panhandle center of commerce for the many lumber and mining companies operating nearby in the late
1890s. Four of the panels show different toning; not examined out of the frame.

Detail portion of the Coeur
d’Alene panorama.

25. [OREGON – Portland] Wulzen, A.H. “Panorama of Portland, Oregon”, plus an additional Portland
street scene photograph, circa 1878. The title is from the original
label with gilt lettering that has been laid into a newer
binding. Housed in a custom cloth case with a leather spine label, the
panorama view consists of six panels, each image measuring
approximately 8 ½” x 10 7/8” on a 13 5/8” x 11” mount. Extremely
rare, by all standards, this is one of the major panorama views of the
West. The panorama was taken from the dome roof of the Central School building at a location known
in Portland as Pioneer Square. The view wraps around from the north to the southeast. The Willamette
River is visible to the right of the center panels. The large building with the dome is the Pioneer
Courthouse. The photographer Albert H. Wulzen (1844-1917) traveled to Portland from Oakland,
California, in August 1878. He had previously worked in the studio of Carleton Watkins before

establishing his own gallery in Oakland in 1877. The August 26, 1878 issue of the Portland Daily Bee
reported, “PORTLAND VIEWS – There have been on exhibition in various show windows throughout the
city, for the past few days, photographic views of various points of interest, the elegance and finish of
which, together with the local nature has made them an object of admiration by all lovers of art. They
include a panoramic view of the entire city, various dwellings and business houses,… [and a] view of First
street from Morrison looking north… The artist is A.H. Wulzen, Esq, formerly in the employ of C.E.
Watkinds [sic], of San Francisco, but now under engagement to the enterprising photographic house of
Davidson Bros., of this city, who have employed him for this special purpose. The views are taking like
hot cakes, giving as they do, a correct idea of what Portland really is.” On September 6, 1878, the same
newspaper mentioned Wulzen’s work again, “A Handsome Picture. To the Messrs. Davidson, the
favorably known artists, we return thanks for an elegant photograph of First Street, splendidly executed.

It is a fine picture and worth preserving.” [Robinson] That image of First Street most likely is the one
included along with this panorama. The single view laid down on the inside back board of the Wulzen
panorama measures 8 ¾” x 11
5/8”. That photograph looks
north on First from Morrison.
The large three-story building at
the left is Terwilliger Building built
in 1873 on the northwest corner
of First and Morrison. It housed
the jewelry store of B. L. Stone.
Next to Stone’s store is the Alisky
& Hegele Building which was
completed in 1878, the year the
panorama was made. The
building in the background with
the tower is the Odd Fellows
Temple that was on the
southwest corner of First and
Alder facing Alder. [Email
correspondence with Portland
historian Norm Gholston] At the far right on the east side of the street is a sign for the “Office of the /
Canyon Creek Laundry / Shirts $1.50 per Dozen.” At this time, only four of these panoramas are known
to be in institutional collections (two at the Oregon Historical Society, and one each at Yale and the
California State Library), plus one in private hands. At least two of those include the extra photograph of
First Street.

26. [OREGON – Portland] Henrichsen, Lars C. “Portland Oregon / From Heights West of the City
Looking East”, 1903. This view is housed in a 9 7/8” x 9 ½” red cloth binding with decorative gilt border
and title on the cover: “Portland / Oregon / Copyrighted and Published by L.C. Henrichsen Portland,
Oregon”. The panorama consists of 14 original photographs mounted on heavy board that fold out in

accordion fashion. Most of the images measure 7” x 9” on 9 5/8” x 9 1/8” panels, numbered 1 through
14. The interior title is centered below the images on panels 7 and 8. Printed on the lower left corner of
the image on panel 14 is “Copyrighted by / L.C. Henrichsen / 1903”. The panorama stretches from
Guild’s Lake on panel 1 to Ross Island on panel 14 and shows the city on both sides of the Willamette
River looking east towards Mt. Hood. Lars C. Henrichsen (1839-1924) was born in Denmark and came to
Oregon circa 1860. Trained in Denmark as a watchmaker, he established himself in the jewelry business
in Portland. He was a well-known and respected amateur photographer and a member of the Oregon
Camera Club as early as 1898 and exhibited his photographs throughout the first decade of the 20th
century. [Robinson] Although not verified, it is speculated that as an established businessman
Henrichsen published this beautifully bound panorama of Portland to help attract attention to the
anticipated 1905 Lewis & Clark Exposition that was in the planning and promotional stages at the time
this panorama was taken. There are two minor flaws, a ¼” and a 1/8” circular loss of emulsion on the
image on panel 7; otherwise the panorama is in Fine condition.

27. [WASHINGTON – Port Gamble]
Anon. Port Gamble, W.T., circa 1880s.
This three-panel albumen panorama
provides a view of the lumber mill and
docks of Port Gamble on Puget Sound,
circa 1870s. Matted and framed under
glass, the image showing measures 6
¼” x 26 ¼” with a 10 ¼” x 30 ½” mat in
a 15 ¼” x 35 ¾” gilt Victorian frame.
The mill is in the left panel; lumber
sailing ships are docked in the middle panel; and the right-side panel shows a portion of the lumber
company community. Good detail and contrast. Not examined out of the frame.

